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Powering Tests - Sector 78



This has been a busy weekend for the cryo-operators; A failure
in the 4.5K turbine ocurred on Saturday. Although the operators
managed to keep the temperature and pressure in the magnets,
the line C was totally emptied. The DFBs and the stand alone
magnets ran out of liquid helium. The situation now has been
totally recovered and powering tests of the DFBMA and DFMC
circuits can be resumed.



As soon as the cryo-operator gives the CRYO_START, the
powering tests of the 120A correctors will start from the point
where they were left last Thursday.



The QPS expert will be informed by the EIC with enough delay
before powering the main magnets (Q4, Q5 and D2).



The activities of this week will only involve one shift.



The detailed planning for today can be found on:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/HCC/BlogEntryPoint8x2007x05x11
x16x24?point=8



Next meeting Tuesday, 15 May at 8:30 in 2889-R-009

Antonio Vergara

Open Hardware Commissioning Issues in SECTOR 78
REGION

ISSUE

SECTOR
78
QPS voltage tap problem in quadrupole 33R7 - Another tap
will be used instead. Attention because the damaged tap
might be floating on the conductor.
Non-conformity of the crates of cryo instrumentation (inrush
current) (A.Suraci)
Securing of the ventilation units
Four circuits in Q5 suffer a breakdown at around 450V due to
a weak insulation. The four circuits are RCBCVS5.L8B1,
RCBCHS5.L8B2, RCBCHS5.L8B1 and RCBCVS5.L8B2. Insulation
towards ground and other circuits is OK.
El_QA performed on C16L8. ICC test showed reversed
sequence of V-taps on circuit RCBV16.L8B1 (D.Bozzini) check
BPM connection in Q2 (R.Jones) ? waiting for Inner Triplet to
be repaired
MB1055 magnet to be changed before powering above 2kA
RB.A78
Inner Triplet in Point 8 to be repaired
Failure of supports (red jacks) of D2-Q4 in L8 - temporary
repair in place. EDMS document "Major movements of the
D2-Q4 magnets and supports in 8L"
https://edms.cern.ch/document/833365/1
Water leak on the tunnel concrete wall to be fixed (C33L8).
Closed hardware commissioning issues in sector 78 can be found at
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc/activities/activities.php?region
=S78.

